
VIRTUAL PLAY DATES

CHARADES

CRAFTING

GUESS THE PIC Arm your kid with paper and some drawing tools (crayons, pens,
markers, etc.). They and their friends can take turns drawing 
random objects for the other to guess! 

Looking for Inspiration?
Check out our sheet of drawing challenges on page 3!

“Pro Tips” (extra rules for an additional challenge)
- Limits how long you get to draw (30 sec, 1 min, etc.)
- You can only draw in one continuous line

Turn your weekly craft instructions into a standing play date 
Encourage your kids to create these projects while they chat with
a friend. They can swap tips and tricks as they go! 

Looking for Inspiration?
Check out our website for more crafts: 
crayolaexperience.com/creativity-at-home

“Pro Tips” (extra rules for an additional challenge)
- One kid opens the instructions and serves as the “craft teacher”
- Add a random object from your house that they MUST use

Charades is the perfect game for a virtual play date. BONUS - 
your kids will burn off some extra energy acting out whatever
action they’re trying to have their friend guess! 

Looking for Inspiration?
Use some of our charades prompts on page 4!

“Pro Tips” (extra rules for an additional challenge)
- See how many actions you can guess in 2 minutes
- Play in “team mode”, parents join in and co-act with your kids
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VIRTUAL PLAY DATES

YOU SPY

PIC NIC TIME

DANCE PARTY Play some music in the background for your kids to dance to 
together! Let them bop and rock out to their hearts’ content.

Looking for Inspiration?
Go online and load a music playlist with your kids favorite music! 

“Pro Tips” (extra rules for an additional challenge)
Play “style shuffle”: randomly play different types of music; kids
take turns and every time a new song starts you have to dance
to the style of that music!

If the weather is nice, pack a bag and go outside for your chat 
while you have a snack! If it’s cloudy or rainy, you can still share
your meal indoors.

Looking for Inspiration?
You can find tons of suggested snacks online! 

“Pro Tips” (extra rules for an additional challenge)
Cook together too! Kick off your play date by making the same
meal together, even if it’s just PB&J. Then you can swap thoughts
on how it tastes too! 

Here’s a spin on an old classic - literally! Start by slowing panning
around to show your friend the room you’re in. As you go, they
randomly pick an item to describe to you.  How quickly can you guess it?

Looking for Inspiration?
Play in different rooms in your house to keep mixing it up!

“Pro Tips” (extra rules for an additional challenge)
- Limit how many clues the item describer can give
- Play “hot and cold”: walk around the room and they’ll tell you the 
“hotter” you are (getting closer = getting warmer)
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DRAWING
CHALLENGES

Select one yourself or use a random number generator to pick your item!

ANIMALS
1 - Dalmatian Dog
2 - Monkey
3 - Unicorn
4 - Camel 
5 - Cow 
6 - Platypus 
7 - Zebra
8 - Shark
9 - Fire Ants
10 -  Elephant

FOOD
11 - Pizza
12 - Mac & Cheese
13 - Waffles
14 - Ice Cream Sundae
15 - Peas in a Pod 
16 - Hamburger 
17 - Strawberries
18 - Salad
19 - Swiss Cheese
20 -  Sandwich

VEHICLES
21 - Airplane

22 - Boat
23 - Firetruck

24 - Pickup Truck 

25 - Limousine

26 - Bulldozer

27 - Jet Ski

28 - Mini Van 

29 - Ambulance

30 -  Train

PLANTS
31 - Cactus
32 - Roses
33 - Palm Tree

34 - Watermelon

35 - Daisy
36 - Venus Fly Trap

37 - Apple Tree

38 - Grass 
39 - Kelp
40 - Christmas Tree

JOBS
41 - Police Man42 - Teacher

43 - Artist
44 - Doctor 
45 - Super Hero46 - Zoo Keeper 47 - Cowboy 48 - Movie Star 49 - Chef

50 -  Professional Athlete

MISC
51 - Raining Cats & Dogs
52 - Movie Theater
53 - Bunk Beds
54 - Fairy Godmother
55 - Birthday Present
56 - Watching TV 
57 -  Board Games 
58 - Teddy Bear
59 - Cell Phone
60 -  The Ocean
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CHARADES
PROMPTS

Select one yourself or use a random number generator to pick your item!

1 - Hitting a Baseball   2 - Making a Sandwich   3 - Mowing the Lawn   4 - Riding a Bicycle   5 - Petting a Dog 
6 - Blowing Out Candles on a Cake   7 - Taking a Selfie   8 - Climbing a Tree   9 - Playing a Board Game 

10 - Driving a Car    11 - Watering the Plants   12 - Reading a Newspaper   13 - Surfing   14 - Playing Guitar
15 - Riding a Skateboard   16 - Making a Pizza   17 - Swimming   18 - Drinking Tea   19 - Talking on the Phone

20 - Eating Spaghetti   21 - Working Out   22 - Making Your Bed   23 - Painting   24 - Mopping   
25 - Dancing a Waltz    26 - Jumping Rope    27 - Eating Ice Cream   28 - Grocery Shopping   29 - Skiing 

30 - Playing Piano   31 - Folding Laundry   32 - Sewing a Button   33 - Bowling    34 -  Dreaming   35 - Burping

 Doghouse  •  Sunflower  •  Catfish  •  Dragonfly  • Teaspoon  •  Horseplay • Firefly • Tugboat • Schoolhouse 

•  A monkey eating a banana 
•  An elephant balancing on a ball
•  A dog playing fetch 
•  A pig reading a newspaper  
•  A camel drinking water 

•  A lion making a sandwich
•  A mouse playing a board game 
•  A cat swimming
•  A horse roller skating
• A frog  playing baseball 

•  A chicken playing guitar 
•  A shark cooking food  
•  A peacock dancing
•  A kangaroo going shopping
•  An armadillo playing soccer 

OTHER PROMPT IDEAS

ACTION PROMPTS

COMPOUND WORDS: Act out each “word” separately

MOVIE TITLES OR SONG titleS: Make a list of your favorites!

AND SEARCH ONLINE FOR MORE IDEAS!

ANIMAL COMBOS: An animal doing an action
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